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responsibility of all of us to conserve and protect
the environment so I would urge everyone to
consider the impact of their presence. Even
campfires can have a lasting impact to the
backcountry, a fact that most people don’t think
about. I am notorious for being seen out in the
desert cleaning up other people’s rubbish.
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Lecture over! I hope you continue to enjoy the
remainder of the season and I look forward to
seeing you at future meetings.
Renee Hughes
NEWSLETTER EDITORS MESSAGE
Many thanks to the following for their
contributions to the Spring QNHG Newsletter:

Front Cover Picture
Photograph: Somali Wildass (Equus africanus
somalicus)
Photographer: Catrin Hammer

CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE



Fran Gillespie;



Catrin Hammer;



Jens Ole Koch ;



Paula and Ed Hoeppner;



Iliano Cervesato; and



Marzia Rebona.

Remember, QNHG Newsletter needs your input!
If you have any announcements to make,
information of goings-on in Qatar, news
concerning natural history or want to share an
account of a fieldtrip you have been on, that you
think members would be interested in, then we
would love to hear from you. Please send any
articles, information or announcements to me
on: qnhgnewsletter@gmail.com and put the
word ‘QNHG Newsletter’ within the subject.
Please send any photographs separately i.e. not
with word documents, and make sure to label
them.

The year has got off to a cracking start with a
series of dynamic speakers and some
adventurous trips in the environs. Many thanks
to all of you who have worked so hard to
establish such a varied programme.
Spring is upon us and there is a definite rise in
the temperature. I expect many of you will be
venturing out to enjoy the natural history of
Qatar before summer descends. We haven’t
had a lot of rain this year so perhaps the desert
will not be as lush and colourful as last year.
The few desert hyacinths I have seen have been
pretty poor specimens and I haven’t
encountered any locals out collecting fagga
(desert truffles).

The next issue of the QNHG newsletter is due
out in July.
Roxana McLennan

Unfortunately there are some unwanted colours
blotting the landscape – rubbish! I know there
was a school project last month where the
children went to Sealine to clean up the beach. I
am a great advocate of the “Leave No Trace”
philosophy which basically states “leave nothing
but footprints”. The desert may seem a harsh
terrain but the ecology can be fragile. It is the

QNHG MEETING DETAILS
For the benefit of recently joined members,
meetings take place between October and June,
usually on the first Wednesday of the month.
They are held at 7.30 pm in the gymnasium of
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the Doha English Speaking School. [See
location map below]. An illustrated talk follows
the announcements, and there is a small lending
library of books available to members. See the
Lecture Programme below for details of
upcoming speakers and look out for further
announcements.

de-sexed, and wormed. This ensures
that QAWS animals are healthy, and
assists in the reduction of population
growth of companion animals.


Rehabilitation: QAWS provides animals
with basic training and socialization skills
where required. In cases where an
animal has suffered physical or
emotional trauma, rehabilitation can be
very demanding but is a vital part of
QAWS work which we will do to the best
of our ability.



Adoption: QAWS ultimate goal is to find
loving, caring and responsible homes for
the animals in our care. QAWS takes
great care to ensure that our adopted
animals have the new start to life which
they deserve.



Education: QAWS is dedicated to
assisting the State of Qatar by providing
education initiatives designed to raise
community awareness about animal
welfare issues. Many animal welfare
issues arise not through lack of care, but
rather
lack
of
knowledge
or
understanding.



Projects: QAWS is a community based
organization that is willing to work
alongside others on specific animal
welfare projects.

Plate 1: DESS Location Map

QATAR ANIMAL WELFARE SOCIETY
The Qatar Animal Welfare Society (QAWS) is a
non-profit organization dedicated to the welfare
of animals in the State of Qatar.
QAWS – BECAUSE WE CARE…
QAWS is made up of a group of dedicated
volunteers who donate their time and effort in
order to assist animals in need. QAWS was
founded in 2003 and was established in mid2004; yet there is still much to be done!
However, with the assistance of the Qatar
community, QAWS aims to promote respect and
compassion for animals, assist animals in need,
and raise community awareness about animal
welfare issues through education programs.

HOW CAN I HELP QAWS?
QAWS is a non-profit organization that is
dependant upon the Qatar community for
assistance in all its shapes and forms. For more
information about us and how you can get
involved, you can visit our website at:
www.qatarpets.org
Marzia Reboni

HOW DOES QAWS HELP?




WILDCATS IN QATAR?

Animal shelter: QAWS provides a safe
haven for homeless animals where they
receive the care and attention they need
in order to be happy and healthy.

On 13 February this year, Dr. Dick Hornby,
veteran member of the Abu Dhabi NHG, was on
a brief visit to the Dukhan region of Qatar,
photographing plants, and managed to take a
picture of what he thought might be a wildcat. It
was lurking under a thick mesquite bush near an
isolated walled compound, evidently hoping to
nab one of the sparrows hopping about in the

Medical: QAWS ensures that animals
within its care are provided with both
emergency and routine veterinary
attention where required. All animals
available for re-homing are vaccinated,
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bush. So intent on the sparrows was it that Dick
was able to get quite close before it saw him
and slunk away, eventually bolting from cover
and allowing him to get a picture.

including a high level of banding on the tail”.
My first reaction is that it looks like a domestic
cat, but I am happy to be proved wrong. There
is no reason why wildcats should not occur in
Qatar, but I think there must be a high risk of
confusion and possibility of hybridisation with
feral domestic cats.'

Dick sent the picture to me, asking if there were
any records of wildcat distribution in Qatar. I
was unable to oblige, as to date no official
recording of any mammal distribution in Qatar
has been undertaken. The leading authority on
Arabian mammals, David L Harrison of the
Harrison Institute in the UK, whose 3-volume
Mammals of Arabia is the standard reference
work, made a brief visit to Qatar some years ago
and recorded the presence of the elusive little
Sand cat and the rare Rueppell's fox, but makes
no mention of wildcats. In more than two
decades in Qatar I had never heard of a wildcat
sighting, although I had encountered feral
moggies on several occasions and seen plenty
of feline footprints in the desert.

Marijcke Jongbloed, former curator of Sharjah
Natural History Museum and author of many
popular books on Arabian wildlife including one
specifically on cats, suggested that it might
possibly be a Tristram's wildcat (Felis s.
tristrami) which is recorded in Saudi Arabia,
although she was doubtful owing to the
presence of black spots on its body.
Dr. Drew Gardner of Zayid University UAE, who
is well known to many QNHG members as a
popular speaker on Arabian wildlife and a
brilliant photographer, observed that the animal
appeared to be rather too heavily built for a
Gordon's wildcat and much darker than the
usual sandy and rufous colouration. But on the
other hand it did not have any of the rings on the
flanks which is a giveaway of feral tabbies.
I decided to let the Great Guru have the final
word and sent the photograph to the Harrison
Institute. In the past I've corresponded with Dr
David Harrison on a number of occasions when
seeking information on Arabian mammals, and
he replied promptly, “I rather doubt whether this
animal is a pure wild cat. The tabby pattern is far
too distinct for tristrami. The general coloration
of the back and tail banding look quite good for
gordoni, however, but the throat and belly are
not white enough and the ear backs not orange
enough, although the tips are slightly tufted as
they should be. I conclude it is probably a
hybrid. I sometimes wonder whether any pure
Arabian wild cats still exist! Probably they are
now only to be found in remote desert areas.”

Plate 2: Photograph of suspected wildcat
(Photographer: D. Hornby)
Dick thought that it might be a Gordon's wildcat
(Felis silvestris Gordon) because of the
diagnostic features: black bands and a black tip
to the tail, horizontal black strips on the front
legs and even the characteristic black soles to
the feet.

However, Harrison added the following
encouraging remark, “This one is as close to
one as I have seen a picture of for some years,”
and concludes by sending greetings to the
members of the QNHG and urging us all to save
any interesting specimens and keep the Institute
posted on interesting records.

So the big question faced us – was this really a
true wildcat? If so it would have been an
important first for Qatar and a real feather-inthe-cap for the photographer! Dick and I sent the
picture to several experts, in the UAE, Scotland
and France, and replies came flooding in.

So, well done Dick Hornby for a tantalising
picture of what was so nearly a wildcat. If any
members in the Dukhan area want to go and
have a look for the animal, the co-ordinates for
the sighting are 478242 E 2810692.

Dr. Andrew Kitchener, principal curator of
mammals and birds for the National Museum of
Scotland in Edinburgh, wrote, “My impression of
the photo of the animal that you sent are that is
much greyer than other Arabian wildcats I have
seen and that it is quite heavily marked,

Fran Gillespie
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HERPETOLIAN HERCULES

sand it formed a long 'hook' shape, using the
bend of the hook to gain a grip as it pulled.

Out enjoying the warm sunshine on a MidFebruary Friday morning in the sandy desert
region known as Tuwair al Hamir, west of the
road that joins the Salwa road to the border post
at Sawda Nathil,
we came across a fine
specimen of a Hooded Malpolon doing exactly
the same thing.
These subtly patterned snakes are active during
the day and this one, measuring about 80 cm in
length, made constant short forays across the
sandy floor from its burrow in a steep mound of
sand piled around the roots of a tangle of thorny
bushes. Besides the bushes the area had
scattered vegetation of the kind that attracts the
rodents on which the snake feeds.

Plate 4: The snake forms a hook shape to
give purchase against the sand while puling
Hauling the corpse through the dense thorny
tangle on the steep mound was even harder, as
the body frequently became wedged. But now
the snake was able to coil itself around the
branches to get a stronger grip, and little by little
the prey was inched upwards. After twenty
minutes of hauling, the dead rodent was left
beside the mouth of the burrow and the snake
disappeared inside, presumably to lie up and
rest after its strenuous activities. The corpse
was still there when we came past some two
hours later.
The body was fast decomposing in the heat.
We had always thought that snakes ate their
prey fresh, and wondered how long the snake
would leave its meal before consuming it. A
query was sent to Damien Egan, author of the
recently published Snakes of Arabia, who
replied:

Plate 3: Malpolons are is subtly patterned
and camouflaged against the sand
We had noticed the bloated body of a small
rodent, a Libyan Jird, lying some metres away
from the mound and guessed that it was the
prey of this particular snake. It had already been
dragged some distance from where it was killed,
as we could see from the tracks in the sand, and
we were curious to see just how the snake went
about it, so we waited.

'Snakes don't intentionally leave food to rot, and
most will refuse putrid food outright. Although
unrelated, Malpolons are very similar to cobras
in behaviour and probably fill the niche of big
elapids in areas where you don't find them.
Cobras are well documented in eating stinky
rotten things. I actually watched a snouted cobra
in Mozambique trying to pry a bush squirrel off
the road, even though it had long since become
part of the road, was dry and half of the body
was very flat.

Presently it left the burrow once more and
slithered down the mound. Raising its head to
scent the air through its black flickering tongue,
it detected the corpse and set off towards it,
stopping from time to time and raising its head
to repeat the action and correct its course.
On reaching the rodent's body the Malpolon first
coiled around it, then got a good grip on it by
taking most of the head into its gaping mouth.
Tugging it backwards across the loose sand was
very hard work, and it frequently paused to take
short rests. To get some kind of purchase on the

'The prey would have been killed earlier that
morning, as Malpolons are diurnal and rely
mostly on eyesight.'
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The snake's venom contains enzymes which
begin the digestive process, so leaving the body
for some hours would make it easier and quicker
to digest. Snakes are very vulnerable while
swallowing their prey and immediately
afterwards.

Earth Hour was first promoted by World Wide
Fund for Nature - Australia (WWF) in 2007,
where households and businesses in Sydney on
31 March 2007 were asked to turn off their lights
and non-essential electrical appliances for one
hour between 7:30PM and 8:30PM in favour of
electricity conservation and thus lower carbon
emissions. Around 2.2 million residents and
over 2,100 businesses participated in Earth
Hour leading to a 10.2% energy reduction
across the city of Sydney.

To have witnessed the snake actually ingesting
its prey would have been impressive. A snake's
head consists of about 50 bones that are not
connected and the jaws are not joined, so that
the creature can consume prey many times its
own diameter without any problems. The record,
says Egan, goes to a Horned Viper in South
Africa that consumed prey 150% more than its
own body weight! After eating its meal our
Malpolon would probably not need to eat again
for a week or so.

This year, Earth Hour has turned into a global
movement with 24 cities worldwide due to
participate including Dublin, Manilla, Bangkok
and Toronto. Earth Hour is scheduled for 28
March 2008 at 8PM.

Malpolons in Qatar are generally lighter in colour
than those in the UAE, and have a sand
coloured body that perfectly camouflages the
reptile against the sand, with slightly darker
markings along the body including spots along
the sides. A distinctive feature is their large
orange-red eyes with round black pupils.
Malpolons are one of several species that can
'polish' their scales with a special solution that
helps to make them waterproof.

For further information about Earth Hour and
how
you
can
participate,
go
to
www.earthhour.org/
Roxana McLennan
FEATURE ARTICLE
The Somali Wildass (Equus africanus
somalicus) at the Al Wabra Wildlife
Preservation

They are mildly venomous, sufficient to dispatch
their prey, and an animal when bitten by the
snake dies quickly. But the venom is considered
almost harmless to humans – a bite from a
Malpolon will result only in mild local pain and
possibly some swelling which soon subsides.

The Somali Wild Ass is nowadays the most
endangered wild equid worldwide. Due to overhunting, competition with livestock, interbreeding
with feral asses and habitat destruction, the
population in their natural range, the Horn of
Africa, has been dramatically reduced within the
last decades.
They are listed as critically
endangered by the IUCN and face an extremely
high risk of extinction in the wild in the near
future.

Malpolons will flee at high speed if disturbed, but
if they consider themselves threatened they will
rear up and display a hood below the head while
hissing fiercely. Hence their popular name of
'False Cobra'.

Wild asses have distinctive horizontal striped
legs, resembling those of a zebra. The Somali
Wild Ass is about 2 m long and 1.25 - 1.45 m tall
at the shoulders, with a tail 30-50 cm long. It
weighs between 230-275 kg. The short, smooth
coat is a light grey to fawn colour, fading quickly
to white on the undersides and legs.
African Wild Asses are the ancestors of modern
donkeys. They are well suited to life in a desert
or semi-desert environment. Their diet consists
of grasses, bark, and leaves. Their tough
digestive systems can break down desert
vegetation and extract moisture from food
efficiently. They can also go without water for a

Plate 5: Track made by Hooded Malpolon
Fran Gillespie
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fairly long time. Because of the sparse
vegetation in their environment wild asses live
somewhat separated from each other (except
for mothers and young), unlike the tightly
grouped herds of wild horses. They have very
loud voices, which can be heard for over 3 km,
thus helping them to keep in contact with other
asses over the wide spaces of the desert.

oldest mare “Astra” in 2007, who died due to
foaling problems. The current total number of
Somali Wild asses is ten, with two more foals
expected in 2008.
AWWP’s wild ass group is part of the
international breeding program for this species.
This breeding program manages the entire
captive population of Somali Wild Asses in
captivity (currently about 130). An essential tool
to maintain a genetically varied and healthy
captive population. Within these bounds AWWP
will soon receive two unrelated stallions from
Montpellier in France. Hopefully they continue
with the successful breeding of this very
beautiful and highly endangered species in
AWWP.

The African Wild Ass is primarily active in the
cooler hours between late afternoon and early
morning, seeking shade and shelter amongst
the rocky hills during the day. Swift and surefooted in their rough, rocky habitat, the African
Wild Ass can reach a speed of up to 50 km/h.
Mature males defend large territories, marking
them with dung heaps - an essential marker in
the flat, monotonous terrain. Females and their
offspring migrate through those territories. In the
presence of estrous females the males bray
loudly. One single foal is born after a gestation
period of 12 month. In the wild mares generally
give birth every other year. In captivity, also
possibly every year.
The Somali Wild Ass is successfully bred at the
Al Wabra Wildlife Preservation (AWWP).
AWWP received a group of two stallions and
four mares, in April 2003. Five of which were
from Usti (Czech Republic) and one was from
Tierpark Berlin (Germany). To keep the animals
in a suitable surrounding, four separate
enclosures (2 x 12,000 m² and 2 x 6,000 m²)
and a stable, with ten boxes (4 m x 4 m each)
plus storeroom were built in the gravel and stony
desert of Qatar prior to their arrival.

Plate 7: Somali Wild Asses grazing at
AWWP.
Catrin Hammer, Curator of Mammals
E-mail: awwp.mammal@alwabra.com
BARCHAN DUNES
Article
taken
from
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Wikipedia:

A barchan dune is an arc-shaped sand ridge,
comprising well-sorted sand. This type of dune
possesses two "horns" that face downwind, with
the slip face (the downwind slope) at the angle
of repose, or approximately 32 degrees. The
upwind side is packed by the wind, and stands
at about 15 degrees. Simple barchan dunes
may stretch from meters to a hundred meters or
so between the tips of the horns.

Plate 6: Somali Wild Ass mare and foal bred
at AWWP
The first offspring bred at AWWP were born in
2004, followed by five more in both 2006 and
2007. Tragically, the breeding stallion “Somalo”
passed away in 2004 due to trauma and the
-6-
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Dukhan road. After some confusion we finally
got the large row of cars started and drove off in
one big group.
Unfortunately the Oryx Farm had cancelled our
visit – so instead we visited a local zoo and
exhibition close to the Camel Race Track.
Although the Zoo and was not up to a typical
western standard many of the members enjoyed
the walk in the gardens and the kids enjoyed the
free camel and donkey rides.
After having eaten our lunch we drove off to the
Camel Races in Al Shahinia. Here we gathered
in the spectator area, where our field trip guide,
David Robertshaw and the Head Veterinarian
gave us an introduction.

Plate 8: Diagram showing Barchan Dune
Movement
Simple barchan dunes may appear as larger,
compound barchan or megabarchan dunes,
which may migrate with the wind. Barchans and
mega barchans may coalesce into ridges that
extend for hundreds of kilometres.
As barchan dunes migrate, smaller dunes
outpace larger dunes, bumping into the rear of
the larger dune and eventually appear to punch
through the large dune to appear on the other
side. The process seems to be similar to waves
of light, sound or water that pass directly
through each other; the detailed mechanism is,
however, very different, being nonlinear. These
are known as solitons.

Plate 9: David Robertshaw and Head
Veterinarian giving the group an introduction

The dunes emulate soliton behaviour but unlike
solitons, the sand particles do not pass through
each other. When the smaller dune rear-ends
the larger dune, the winds begin to deposit sand
on the rear dune while blowing sand off the front
dune without replenishing it. Eventually, the rear
dune has assumed dimensions similar to the
former front dune which has now become a
smaller, faster moving dune that pulls away with
the wind. (Schwämmle & Herrmann, 2003)

After the introduction we walked through the
stable areas to visit a particular stable. We saw
how they fed the camels and David told us some
more about the Camel anatomy.

The Great Sand Dunes National Park in the
American state of Colorado has spectacular
examples of barchan dunes.
Sent in by Jens-Ole Kotch
QNHG FIELDTRIP WRITE-UPS
January 25th: Trip to the Oryx Farm and
Camel Race Track:

Plate 10: Race Camels eating nice juicy
green clover.

This trip attracted a record sized group of 82
cars that met up at the Tent Petrol station on the
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Back at the race track we all lined up to see the
camels start and end.
The race was followed by two ‘camera cars’
which broadcast images to the local television
and several large flat screens in the spectator
area. The TV broadcast was managed by a
couple of commentators from a traditional Arabic
tent with in between races interviews of the
winners etc.
The camera cars and all the camel owners
drove along the inside of the race track in their
private cars, from where they could control the
robot on their own camels back.
The robot has a speaker through which the
owner can encourage his camel to run and also
a whip which can be activated if the camel slows
down, and typically changes from gallop to pass
trotting.

Plate 12: Beware – here come the spectators
All in all a great day where most people learned
a lot they did not know about camel races.
After the 82 car experience of the Camel Race
trip it was decided to limit the participation to 40
cars for the February overnight campout.
35 cars signed up for the trip within the deadline.
After a strong wind forecast warning and a few
cars getting lost in the roadworks on Salwa
road, 25 cars finally set off on the trip from the
Abu Nakhla Petrol Station on Salwa road. We
drove out in 3 groups and reached a large
barchan dune in the ‘Singing dunes’ area for the
first stop.
Here people climbed the dune and slid down the
slip face creating the typical humming sound.
The wind was quite strong and the dune
hummed very loud making a significant
impression on many.

Plate 11: Two camels crossing the goal line.
On the outside of the race track there is another
asphalt track where the spectators may drive
and follow the race from their own cars. This
provided truly wild driving when 25 cars were
trying to all stay in the best position to see the
racing camels.
The race track furthermore has a bus that they
placed at our disposal to follow the race along
the inner track, along with the owners and the
camera cars and many members took the
opportunity to follow the race for a round or two.
Inside the race track area all the prices of the
day was lined up – 25 Toyota Land Cruisers
(stationwagons) and even more Toyota Land
cruiser pickups.

Plate 13: Singing Dunes
Our field trip coordinator told about the dunes,
that the sand came from Saudi and that the
dunes move across the desert withy the
prevailing wind direction towards the SSW
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without leaving any signs of ever having been
there.
After the break we continued to the village of Al
Kharrara where we left the asphalt road and
continued on a dirt road to the Tuwar ridge.
This ridge is raising abruptly above the terrain
very similar to the Dukhan Anticline, and is
covered with rounded quartrz pebbles and
gravel of the Miocene Hofhuf Formation. At the
foot of the hill we studied abundant large
rounded gypsum crystals embedded in a limemudstone of the Miocene Dam Formation.
Plate 15: Camping area
Having put up their tents and arranged the
campsite – some struggling more with the wind
than others, people cocked their food and had
their dinner in smaller groups. Later in the
evening we had a campfire.
The half moon did not rise till after 10 pm. so the
early evening was very dark and ideal for star
gazing. Our 3 astronomers, Larry Swab, Marilyn
Hoar and Gordon Cummings put on a great star
gazing session, where we could lie down and
look at the stars and the Milkyway with our bare
eyes and later look at selected stars and planets
through the two telescopes.

Plate 14: Large rounded gypsum crystals
embedded in a lime-mudstone of the
Miocene Dam Formation.

Many people saw Jupiter with the ring and
several other stars and had a great experience.

People had lunch in small groups, relaxed and
went for a climb to the top of the ridge.
Then the trek continued through the desert
along a bumpy track, past small green meadows
with grass and scattered bushes, past a donkey
farm, along the power line road, just before
which we had the first puncture.
Everyone was in good mood and we continued
through the varied landscape to the campsite
South of the village of Tranaih and West of the
Western end of the Inland Sea. The campsite
was located down in a large depression similar
to the one we went to on the Shark Teeth field
trip in November. Here there was plenty of
space between 4-5m high eucalyptus trees and
bushes with green grass in between. The
surface was very even and ideally for camping.

Plate 16: The group sat round the campfire
The wind proved not to be too bad and died
further down through the night.
The next morning we drove off to the Western
End of the inland Sea. The sea was very
shallow with a flat and barren coast and a low
tidal range. Some distance out into it there were
several flocks of large flamingoes walking about
-9-
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at an elongate island or sand bank. One other
sign of life was the growth of Cyanobacterial
algal mats along the shoreline. This fascinating
type of bacteria played a key role in developing
the earth’s early atmosphere from a reducing
atmosphere consisting of Methane, Carbon
dioxide, hydrogensulphide etc to the oxidizing
atmosphere we know today with 20% Oxygen.

Plate 18: QNHG tour group in Yemen
Our tour started in the ancient capital of Sanaa
where we toured the winding alleys and souqs
of the Old Town, as well as excursions to nearby
sights like the majestic “Rock palace.” The
unique buildings highlighted by alabaster
windows and colourful doors were a delight to
the eyes. However, one of the biggest surprises
was the friendliness of virtually everyone we
encountered during our trip. Children and family
groups welcomed the opportunity to have their
photos taken and the children would afterwards
excitedly cluster around the digital cameras to
view their photos.

Plate 17: Cyanobacterial algal mat
photographed at the Inland sea
From the Inland Sea one group drove due East
to the Inland Sea dune area, whereas the larger
group went North across the bumpy desert to
Trainah and home to Doha the way we drove
out.
A very enjoyable weekend.
Jens-Ole Koch
INTERNATIONAL FIELDTRIP WRITE-UPS
YEMEN
Last Eid 15 daring adventurers from the QNHG
visited the ancient Arabian Kingdom of Yemen.
Most of the group had never visited Yemen
before and we looked forward to seeing this land
that time seems to have forgotten.

Plate 19: Impromptu musical group which
performed for QNHG
From Sanaa our group travelled south towards
Taiz with stops along the way at various
- 10 -
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fascinating sights. We had seen posters that
warned us to “Prepare to be Amazed” and we
certainly were!! Rather than being a barren and
dry wasteland, Yemen revealed itself as a land
of many hidden beauties. Green terraces dotted
the mountain sides growing wheat, coffee,
vegetables and the ever-present ‘Qat’ bushes (a
mildly hallucinogenic drug used by many
Yemeni men).
Many pages could be written about the sights
we saw, the beautiful mountains populated with
colourfully dressed people, the ancient
mosques, fascinating souqs and stark
landscapes silhouetted against brilliant blue
skies, but most of all the people with whom we
interacted. In the end, the posters were right we came, we saw and yes, we were amazed!

Plate 21. QNHG Intrepid Explorers
Our first surprise came when the ticket agent at
the airport said that he had never encountered
anyone visiting Iran on a tourist visa – which
was just a tad disconcerting. However, we
quickly found the people of Iran to be very
friendly and our group was often approached by
people who wanted to know where we were
from and what we thought of their country.
We had a fabulous tour leader, Amin
Badakhshan, who accompanied us as we toured
Tehran, Shiraz and Isfahan.
Amin spoke
excellent English and was wealth of knowledge
about the many sights that we saw.
Suffice it to say that we were very impressed by
a country that justifiably considers itself to be the
cradle of civilization.
The beauty of the
mosques, particularly the tile work, was
exquisite and the haunting ruins of Persepolis
and the nearby Necropolis left poignant hints of
now vanished civilizations.
Spending Christmas in Iran was admittedly
different, but believe it or not the occasional
Christmas tree could be found and we took the
opportunity on Christmas day to visit an
Armenian Orthodox church.

Plate 20. Rock Palace
Ed Hoeppner

We left the country with a much better
appreciation of a culture and society which has
remained hidden from much of the world. It was
a land of surprising contrasts with the old and
the new co-existing in comfortable harmony.

IRAN
During the December Christmas break, 6 brave
and intrepid explorers from the Qatar Natural
History Group spent a week visiting Iran. Our
group, which consisted of 5 Americans and 1
South African were: Ed and Paula Hoeppner,
Tom and Mary Ann Rishel, Neville Hallett, and
“The Professor” Ray Zepp.

Our thanks go out to David Paul from Mannai
travel for making the trip arrangements and to
Amin for tolerating our endless questions. It
was trip enjoyed by all and we would encourage
you to visit this fascinating and unique country.
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QNHG WEBSITE
On Sunday March 10th, QNHG acquired the
and a project is
domain name qnhg.org
underway to build our very own web site which
will be accessible to members and nonmembers as http://www.qnhg.org . The web site
will contain information about upcoming events
(field trips, meetings, speakers, ramblers, etc),
the newsletter, a members' area (for sharing
experiences, stories, photos, etc), links to similar
groups in neighbouring countries and to
historical societies, and a lot more. The QNHG
website will go live in early May 2008.
This oproject is the result of an educational
partnership between QNHG and Carnegie
Mellon University in Qatar (CMU-Q). Anirban
Lahiri, a student at CMU-Q in his senior year,
has chosen helping QNHG to achieve a web
presence as the semester-long hands-on project
for the Technical Consulting in the Community
course, taught jointly by Profs. Joe Mertz and M.
Bernardine Dias. The project, like every project
in this course, is specifically aimed at achieving
sustainability so that the members of QNHG will
be able to operate and maintain the web site by
themselves after the student consultant has
completed the course, and for many years after
that. QNHG members with whom Anirban has
been working include Jens-Ole Koch, Salman
Siddiqui, Renee Hughes and lliano Cervesato.

Plate 22. The splendour of inside of an
Iranian Mosque

Iliano Cervesat
GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
The death was announced in February of Gus,
the grey and white cat at DESS, who passed
away peacefully in his sleep at the age of 14.
Although his attendances at Natural History
Group meetings in recent years had become
somewhat sporadic, Gus was usually to be seen
in the forecourt, keeping a watchful eye on the
arrival of members. In the past he was a regular
attender at meetings, taking a dignified seat in
the front row and watching the appearance of
any wildlife on the screen with interest. After the
meetings he would sometimes graciously accept
the offer of a saucer of milk under the
refreshment table in the corridor, greeting the
tea and coffee drinkers in his usual amiable
fashion.

Plate 23: The Ruins of Persepolis
Ed Hoeppner
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FAREWELL

He was less popular at church services, where
he once had to be ejected in disgrace after he
walked from lap to lap along the row of
worshippers in the front during the sermon. Gus
never was keen on sermons.

Farewell, thank you, and all the best to Ed and
Paula Hoeppner who have been very active
members of QNHG during their stay in Qatar.
Notably, during the 2006/7 Season they were
the Group's newsletter editors and have
provided some great write-ups of field-trips
along the way.
Always willing to lend a
hand…you will both be missed!

He was a gentle and affectionate animal who
enjoyed the company of the children, took a full
part in school life and looked forward to the first
day of term, when he was always ready to
welcome and befriend the pupils. He will be
sadly missed.

Plate 25. Ed and Paula pitching a tent during
the Oman Trek in April of 2007
Roxana McLennan
ANNOUNCEMENTS
QNHG OVERSEAS TRIPS
Look out for announcements with regards to
upcoming international field-trips. In the interim,
send any enquiries to the Overseas Fieldtrips
Coordinator, Jane Hoelker who can be reached
on: jhoelker@gmail.com or on 5715624.

Plate 24: Guss photographed at DESS

Fran Gillespie
WWF THANK YOU TO QNHG

BIRDING

I have received a letter from the World Wildlife
Fund for Nature (WWF)-UK, dated 28 January
2008, to thank the QNHG for their donation of
£298.89 collected at Starry Night in the Dunes
last December. Many thanks to all those QNHG
and Doha Players members and their friends
who generously contributed, and to those who
went round with the collecting buckets. The
money will go towards WWF's conservation
work around the world.

Any birders or twitchers might want to check out
http://www.tommypedersen.com which carries
reports and detail of birding sites in the UAE.
Alternatively, you can email Peter Hellyer at
hellyer@emirates.net.ae and ask to be included
in the weekly ‘UAE Twitchers’ Guide’. Although
Qatar isn’t usually mentioned, but it’ll give you
some idea of what’s in the neighbourhood.
Anyone want to take on the QNHG Birding
Group? If so, let any of the committee members
know.

Fran Gillespie
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RAMBLERS

Planning will be discussed. In addition, the
following topics will be covered:

Walks take place fortnightly, but everything
depends on how many members are willing to
organise and lead a walk.

•

Local,
regional
and
international
commitments :- functional relationship
agreements, oil spill response agreement
with
joint
venture
companies,
representation in regional organizations
like Regional Organization for Protection
of Marine Environment (ROPME), Marine
Emergency Mutual Aid Centre(MEMAC),
Regional
Clean
Sea
Organization(RECSO) and international
organizations like International Oil
pollution Compensation Fund (IOPC
Fund);

•

Oil spill detection and monitoring
systems like Oil spill Modelling systems,
vessel tracking systems etc.;

•

Operational
developments
like
development of responder network,
installation of side sweep system,
installation of TC3 dispersant bucket etc.;

•

Oil spill response equipment; and

•

Future Projects of the department.

Here is how you can help. You choose a place
to go walking, and a place and time to meet
beforehand, and then you tell Leslie Butler at
lesliebutlerinqatar@yahoo.co.uk. He notifies the
ramblers, and everyone has a pleasant Friday
morning (or whenever) in the fresh air, led by
you.
Gratitude and dinner invitations
immediately follow.
Rambles do not usually get advertised in the
Newsletter, so to be notified of forthcoming
walks,
send
an
email
to
Qatar_ramblers@yahoo.co.uk, and you’ll be put
on the mailing list.
For reasons of safety and cultural sensitivity, no
short shorts should be worn.
CANASTA
CANASTA – it’s a little bit cerebral, very
sociable, and a lot of fun, not to mention a great
way to get to know people in a very relaxed
atmosphere. Canasta may be of particular
interest to any ‘summer bachelors or
bachellorettes’.

Date: 7 May 2008, 7.30 PM
Speaker: Dr. Drew Gardner, Assistant Chair,
Natural Science and Public Health College of
Arts and Sciences, Zayed University

If anyone is interested in playing (or learning)
this stimulating card game, please contact:
Simon on 5844 18, or at flynn@qpmcqatar.com
or
Jackie on 5860759, or at dumont@ucalgary.ca

GECKOS

Meetings are typically in the evenings, at the
weekend, by arrangement.

Geckos are amazing lizards. They are amongst
the best climbers in the Animal Kingdom, they
have incredible eyes and a whole range of
sometimes bizarre escape adaptations. They
form a major part of the reptile biodiversity in SE
Arabia and species are adapted to mountains,
caves, gravel plains and even the deep sands.
This talk will cover aspects of gecko biology and
illustrate the range of Arabian species.

LECTURE PROGRAM

Date: 2 April 2008, 7.30PM
Speaker: Ali Rajab Ashkanani, Manager Oil
Spill & Emergency Response Departmentt,
Qatar Petroleum
OIL SPILL, CONTINGENCY & EMERGENCY
RESPONSE IN THE STATE OF QATAR
The background for the establishment of the oil
spill & emergency response department in Qatar
Petroleum, oil spill notification procedures and
report format, Sensitivity Atlas and Contingency
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The meeting place and a short field trip
description will be distributed either in
the monthly newsletter and/or on a
separate email sent out at least one
week in advance.



When we meet up the members pay 10
QAR to QNHG per car to participate in
the trip.



Yellow stickers or equivalent are handed
out to be placed on the inside of the back
door windows to help distinguish
participating cars from other cars on the
road.



Field trip leaders and participating cars
will drive out to the location in convoy(s)
together.



The end of the trip is typically somewhat
flexible so that some may leave early
and some late and people typically drive
back to Doha individually.

Date: 4 June 2008
Speaker: Dr. Iain MacDonald, Environmental
Specialist, Qatargas Operating Company Ltd.
CORAL REEFS
Coral reefs and associated environments are
important marine ecosystems providing food,
shelter from storms, aesthetic beauty and tourist
dollars among others. What is the importance
and status in Qatar of these communities and
environments? How do they form, grow,
reproduce and die? What is being done to
protect them / rehabilitate them after well known
global warm water anomalies and reductions in
their health indexes? All will be discussed in a
lively manner.

FIELDTRIP PROGRAM
The remaining field trips of the 2007/2008
season are scheduled as follows:






For further details about fieldtrips, contact the
fieldtrips coordinator, Jens Ole Koch on
randiogsole.koch@gmail.com or on 5867866.

March 28th: Inland Sea. Through the
dunes to the Inland Sea. Swim play and
have fun. The traditional day trip to the
inland sea. Open to all. Invitation email
will be sent out in the near future.

Jens Ole Koch
2006-7 COMMITTEE MEMBERS

April 25th.: Jazirat Um Tais National
Park. Tidal flats and barrier island (North
end of Qatar). Geology and biology. Joint
field trip with the Qatar Geological
Society. We will will also have a beach
clean up – and the opportunity to camp
out. There will be limited participation in
the field trip in this vulnerable area – and
members will be required to sign up after
the invitation has been sent out.

Chairman: Renee Hughes
QNHGnewsletter@gmail.com
Tel: 6718245
Treasurer: Ross Campbell
ross_campbell@urscorp.com
Tel: 413 0834
Membership Secretary: Seta Mekikjian
QNHGnewsletter@gmail.com
Tel: 6643684

May 30th: Dhow Boat trip. Anchor at
exotic beach, swim, snorkel, play and
have fun. We will try to go to a different
place this year – where we are alone on
our own exotic beach!
Members
required to buy tickets after invitation has
been sent out.

Neswletter Editor: Roxana McLennan
QNHGnewsletter@gmail.com
Tel: 413 0834/515 7421
PR & Media: Fran Gillespie
gillespi@qatar.net.qa
Tel: 467 5991

As a reminder, the following details are
applicable regarding field-trips run by QNHG:


Occur on the last Friday of the month
and starts around 10 AM from a well
known place in the outskirts of Doha.

Talks Co-ordinators: Roxana
McLennan/Fran Gillespie
(Contact details as above)
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Fieldtrips Co-ordinator: Jens Ole Koch
randiogsole.koch@gmail.com
Tel: 5867866
Overseas Trip Co-ordinator: Jane Hoelker
jhoelker@gmail.com
Tel: 5715624
Social Secretary: Nina Hoegh Jensen
nina.h.jensen@gmail.com
Tel: 5864198
Qatari Liason Officer: Mubarak Abdalla alKhulaifi
mubarak@qpmcqatar.com
Tel: 5808224
Website Design Team: Iliano Cervesato,
icervesato@gmail.com/ Jens Ole Koch
(Contact details as above)
Librarian: Mark Murase
murase@qp.com.qa
Tel: 6550984
Ramblers: Leslie Butler
Qatar_ramblers@yahoo.co.uk
Tel: 447 9289/5839105
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QATAR NATURAL HISTORY GROUP (QNHG)
MEMBERSHIP REGISTRATION FORM
2007/ 8 SEASON
PERSONAL INFORMATION (PLEASE PRINT IN CAPITAL LETTERS)
FAMILY NAME: __________________ FIRST NAME: ______________________________
CHILDREN_________________________________________________________________
HOME PHONE: _______________________

MOBILE PHONE: _____________________

OFFICE PHONE: ______________________

COMPANY NAME: ____________________

EMAIL: ____________________________________________________________________
If you are renewing membership; how long have you been a member? ______________Years
Subscription Fee Paid (QAR 30 per adult (includes any children under 18)):

YES / NO

INTERESTS
I am interested in giving a talk on: _______________________________________________
I am interested in helping with activities related to: __________________________________
Please tick those interests that apply to you and/or your family:







Ornithology
Terrestrial Ecology
Geology
Archaeology






Marine Ecology
Rambles
Astronomy
Cultural Heritage

Other. (please state)

LEGAL WAIVER FOR ALL QNHG ACTIVITIES
The committee members and trip leaders of the QNHG are volunteers and are not remunerated for
their efforts. They are not, and do not claim to be, experts.
I, the undersigned, on behalf of myself and my family, acknowledge the above facts and waive any and all
claims against the QNHG, its committee members and field trip leaders for any incidents or accidents that
may arise as a result of Group Activities.
SIGATURE: _______________________________

DATE: _______________

PRINT NAME: ______________________________________________________
MEMBERSHIP NUMBER: _____________________________________________

QNHG Membership Registration Form
2007/8 Season
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